**CBS AV/VC SOLUTIONS**

The AV and VC requirements of companies all over the world are changing. Video Conferencing is enabling cost-effective face-to-face communication on a global scale and is increasingly being used as a standard business practice.

And with the increasing awareness of the sustainability agenda and companies facing economic and environmental pressures, the use of VC applications will continue to grow exponentially. To accommodate this demand, CBS has focused product design expertise on creating a full range of AV/VC stands, capable of integrating with all VC suppliers and other related technologies.

Designed with flexibility and functionality at its core, CBS AVALL and CBS VCALL combine practicality with exceptional design.

Colebrook Bosson Saunders (CBS) are award winning designers and manufacturers of high quality ergonomic products for supporting technology in the workplace.

Our product range includes: AV/VC stands; computer monitor arms; mobile workstations; CPU holders; and cable management systems.

**ABOUT US**

**CBS AV/VC SOLUTIONS**

With a strong reputation for design and quality, in the past three years CBS has won two Red Dot Design Awards, has been awarded Cradle to Cradle Silver certification for the product ‘Flo’, and secured ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 accreditation.

Colebrook Bosson Saunders has supplied and installed products into some of the world’s most prestigious companies and environments. As experts in the field of screen support and environment/technology integration, we are able to create the appropriate solution to meet the project requirement.

**WE DO ENVIRONMENTS**

Colebrook Bosson Saunders has supplied and installed products into some of the world’s most prestigious companies and environments.

Recent projects that featured CBS products as part of the install include:

- **Offices**
- **Trading Floors**
- **Leisure & Hospitality**
- **Retail**
- **Passenger Terminals**
- **Healthcare**
- **Education**
- **Home**

**WE ARE SOLUTION PROVIDERS**

The CBS portfolio of AV/VC stands is designed with simplicity and ease of use in mind. The packaging is designed to provide a simple ‘out of the box’ solution and all technical jargon is kept to a minimum. One of our key objectives is to make it easy to understand which solution suits the customer requirement most effectively.
**AVALL STANDARD**

AVALL STANDARD is a flexible package, it provides a mobile or static minimalist solution for supporting single screen applications with the option of adding additional accessories for specific requirements.

- Column for cable and AV equipment storage
- Low profile base
- Universal codec mount
- Universal camera mount
- Perforated front and lockable back panel
- Flat screen mount bracket
- Flat screen mount bracket

AVALL STANDARD can be customised to meet your required specification by simply adding the following accessories:

- DUAL SCREEN KIT AVS001DSK
- VC KIT AVS001VC
- SHELF KIT AVS001SLF
- CABLE MANAGEMENT KIT AVS001CB

**AVALL COMPLETE**

AVALL COMPLETE is the leading AV/VC solution from CBS. With enhanced media storage as standard, it comes pre-assembled and meets most single screen applications, it can also be used for mobile or static installations.

AVALL COMPLETE contains the following:

- Rack mounted media storage facility
- Universal camera mount for camera positioning above and below the screens
- Universal codec mount
- Additional cable management brackets
- Flat screen mount bracket
- Extension brackets (for large format > 55" screens)
- Lockable castors
- Columns for cable storage
- Perforated front and lockable back panel
- Flat screen mount bracket

To customise AVALL COMPLETE for dual screen usage simply add:

- DUAL SCREEN KIT AVS001DSK
- To customise AVALL COMPLETE for Blade usage add BLADE VC KIT AVS001VC2

AVALL COMPLETE can be customised with the following accessories:

- DUAL SCREEN KIT AVS001DSK
- VC KIT AVS001VC
- BLADE VC KIT AVS001VC2
- SHELF KIT AVS001SLF
- CABLE MANAGEMENT KIT AVS001CB

**CBS VCALL**

CBS VCALL is a cost-effective and minimalist solution to meet your VC requirements in either single or dual screen format.

- Single and dual screen brackets
- Low profile base with lockable castors
- Universal codec mount
- Universal camera mount
- Customisable front panel with enhanced branding opportunities
- Compatible with VC equipment from most of the leading manufacturers including Polycom, Lifesize, Cisco and Radvision

CBS VCALL contains the following:

- Single and dual screen brackets
- Low profile base with lockable castors
- Universal codec mount
- Universal camera mount
- Customisable front panel
- Lockable castors
- Column for cable storage
- Perforated front and lockable back panel

**CBS EX90 DESKTOP SOLUTION**

The award winning Flo monitor arm used in conjunction with a mobile or desktop VC software provides an ideal solution for desktop communication. Flo provides the following:

- Dynamic monitor arm powered by environmentally friendly spring system
- Easy installation with desk clamp or through desk fixing
- Supports screens with VESA 75 and 100 as standard and tablets including iPad and Blackberry
- Lifetime warranty
- 3-5kg screen limit
- Uses award winning Wishbone monitor arm for ergonomic user positioning

**CBS EX90 DESKTOP SOLUTION**

- Designed to support the Cisco EX90 Telepresence unit

**FLO DESKTOP SOLUTION**

The award winning Flo monitor arm used in conjunction with a mobile or desktop VC software provides an ideal solution for desktop communication. Flo provides the following:

- Dynamic monitor arm powered by environmentally friendly spring system
- Easy installation with desk clamp or through desk fixing
- Supports screens with VESA 75 and 100 as standard and tablets including iPad and Blackberry
- Lifetime warranty
- 3-5kg screen limit
- Uses award winning Wishbone monitor arm for ergonomic user positioning
- Designed to support the Cisco EX90 Telepresence unit